REVIEW OF EXHIBITIONS
fine art. At the same time, the
project's violent collision between
a famous monument and a preeminent art museum leaves us
with an open-ended question
about their respective power and
reach: since one is uprooted
and the foundations of the other
are damaged, there is no clear
winner here. These ambiguities
add strength and resonance.
—Ann Compton

Tetsuya Yamada
at Francis M. Naumann

view of "Philosophy of Time Travel," 2007, a collaborative installation by Edgar
Arceneaux, Vincent Galen Johnson, Olga Koumoundouros, Rodney McMiilian
and Matthew Sloly; at the Studio Museum.

NEW YORK
"Philosophy of Time
Travel" at the Studio
Museum
Entering the recent exhibition
"The Philosophy of Time Travel"
was like stumbling upon a demolition site or the aftermath of an
earthquake. A massive column
had apparently burst through the
ceiling and crashed heavily to the
floor, smashing floorboards and
concrete foundations as it landed.
Plaster debris was tracked across
the floor; wiring and ducting
dangled from the ceiling; broken
sections of the damaged column were stacked in a corner.
The project was the work of
four West Coast artists—Edgar
Arceneaux, Vincent Galen Johnson. Olga Koumoundouros and
Rodney McMiilian—and one
Canadian, Matthew Sloly. They
merged their independent practices in sculpture, photography,
instailation, multimedia and digital technology in 2003, when
they conceived "Philosophy of
Time Travel," having worked
closely with each other over the
previous decade.
After the dust had settled, so
to speak, the visitor registered
that the pillar was not a piece of
building debris but a facsimile
of Endless Column (1938), one
element of Brancusi's war memorial in Targu-Jiu, Romania.
However, it was very evidently a
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synthetic simulation; in contrast
to Brancusi's celebrated handcrafted and immaculately finished
cast-bronze surfaces, it had a
rough texture and color, recalling the effect of seeing a stage
or film prop at close quarters.
This theatrical allusion hints
at the sources for the project.
A fictional theory of time travel
developed in Richard Kelly's science-fiction movie Donnle Darko
and Sun Ra's Afrofuturist ideas
about "blacks in outer space propelled by music" helped shape
the artists' concept of a Brancusi
sculpture flying across the Atlantic
and crash-landing in the Studio
Museum. Juxtaposition of references from high and popular culture is a well-worn tactic, particularly in photography and painting.
However, the project goes further
and uses the installation's implied
narrative to pose a question: What
if time were not fixed, but rather
allowed past and present to meet
in nevw and unexpected ways?
Contemplating the shattered
remains of one of the icons of
modernism in these culturally
resonant surroundings, we are
reminded that it was the example
of African art that enabled modernists, and specifically Brancusi,
to break free from the classical
tradition. The project is, then,
partly aimed at revisiting and challenging received cultural histories,
which position white Europeans
and Americans as the progenitors, and arbiters, of modern and

Duchamp and Brancusi, one a
rational anti-esthete, the other a
visionary devoted to the spiritual
dimensions of his craft, are submitted to an unlikely pairing in
Tetsuya Yamada's new work. The
45 ceramic sculptures in this show
are collectively titled "Morice," a
name invented by Brancusi and
adopted by Duchamp that seems
to have designated a person of
noble heart and spirit and reflected the two artists' reciprocal
appreciation. Yamada proposes
an affinity between their works as
well. His sculptures sit atop plywood stands themselves resting,
in some cases, on wooden kitchen stools; the former are drawn
from Brancusi's bases, but, rather
than being made from solid
blocks of wood or stone, are created out of paired pieces of plywood or laminated particle board,
slotted and inserted into each
other. The results mimic the
cinched-waist basic unit of Brancusi's Endless Column.
The stools may allude to

Duchamp's proto-readymade. the
Bicycle Wheel, and the ceramic
works descend from his Fountain, though as variations rather
than duplicates. Some are bathroom-fixture I ike basins; others
have the shape of nipples; and
others stand vertically, with multiple allusions, from phallus and
exclamation point to Brancusi's
Bird in Space to pawns in chess
(of which Duchamp was an avid
player). Many retain elements of
Duchamp's found urinal, such as
the water supply connection and
multiple holes in the basin, but
only for their formal properties.
Indeed, Yamada's sculptures
look as if he had approached
Fountain without any knowledge
of its origin or purpose and
posited it as an esthetic prototype, a template or ideal for the
production of kindred forms.
(It is relevant to this work that
Yamada was awarded an artist's
residency a few years ago at the
Kohter bathroom and kitchen
fixtures plant in Wisconsin.)
However, Yamada's achievement is not simply to marry
the conceptual features of a
Duchampian found object to the
formal ones of a Brancusi sculpture. He also introduces notions
of craft and material expressiveness to the readymade. While
the works in "Morice" explicitly
refer to prefabrication—the plywood reads assertively as an
industrial product associated with
cheap furniture, and the white
ceramic objects are first and
foremost linked to plumbing—the
variations among them make

Tetsuya Yamada's porcelain-and-plywood installation "Morice," 2007,
45 sculptures: at Francis M. Naumann.
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